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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Rise Of Central Bank Digital Currencies – The Race Is On 

 

By Nicholas West 

A clear agenda to demonize cash is something we were covering           
long before the current crisis. Until COVID-19 appeared, cash was          
traditionally viewed by the establishment as the currency of         
criminals and terrorists. Although there was a massive push         
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behind this narrative, built by groups like the Better Than Cash           
Alliance that I covered, it has proven not to be an easy sell to the               
billions of honest people around the world who still see cash as            
the easiest way to conduct their daily transactions as they see fit. 

However, it only took a few days into the very first cases of             
COVID-19 for a new narrative to present itself: your fistful of cash            
could be the equivalent of holding a virus grenade. This narrative           
has receded a bit over the last couple of months, but it still crops              
up from time to time and is one of those “seeds” I mentioned from              
last month’s corona-climate coverage that has already been        
planted and can be further watered at any time. 

Meanwhile, even the most heavily institutionalized credit card        
carrying population is beginning to wonder how this “new normal”          
of an economy is going to function as the lockdown drags on, tens             
of millions become unemployed, debt balloons even further, and         
defaults cascade right up the food chain from citizens to states to            
countries and even to the banks themselves which underpin it all.  

This is where the talk of a Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC),            
Green New Deal, Universal Basic Income, debt jubilees and an          
economic reset is gaining far more traction as the previously          
unaware are being offered “new” solutions. 

As people try to make sense of a completely nonsensical          
economy where each round of millions of layoffs in the U.S. are            
greeted with a rising stock market, the U.S. government turns to           
nationalizing major industries Venezuela-style, and even the       
almighty petro dollar is on on the brink, one thing is clear: the             
economy we have formerly known has crossed the Rubicon. Let’s          
look at what might be waiting on the other side. 
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https://www.betterthancash.org/
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Firstly, Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) is not        
cryptocurrency. This confusion has led many people, even in         
alt-media circles, to conflate the two and assume that         
cryptocurrency is being “taken over” by the government. A CBDC          
is merely a digital representation and replacement for real-world         
fiat currency. Simply because it is electronic money does not          
automatically equate it to cryptocurrency. The purest versions of         
cryptocurrency – Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash in our view – are fully            
decentralized, permissionless, trustless, censorship resistant and      
finite. On the other hand, if we look at how CBDCs are being             
promoted by the establishment banking system, we see        
diametrically opposed intentions:  

● Banking the unbanked and underbanked. 
● Tracking all economic movement. 
● Direct tax imposition and collection. 
● Seamless and rapid integration of monetary policy (i.e.,        

quantitative easing and negative interest rates). 

In short, would you want to have a direct deposit account with the             
Federal Reserve that dispenses only a fully traceable unit back to           
you which is subjected to the same conditions destroying         
economies in the first place? I prefer the notes in my pocket. 

However, as I highlighted in a previous article about “going          
cashless on your own terms,” the physical dollar itself isn’t a great            
deal either, as it has become a debt instrument which continues to            
lose its value. It’s no wonder that, just like cash, cryptocurrencies           
have similarly been demonized as the arena of criminals and          
terrorists, while a digital version of an already broken fiat system           
is claimed to be a solution. 
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Where there used to be public statements of general disinterest in           
the topic of “digital assets” from banksters, we are now witnessing           
The Bank for International Settlements, the IMF, the World Bank          
and, of course, the U.S. Federal Reserve all increasing their focus           
on the entire digital space.  

In truth, central banks and their globalist cohorts have been          
working in the background for many years to restructure their          
systems and maintain relevance in a post-crypto world and, if they           
can, strengthen their control over the economy even further. Now,          
of course, it’s the urgency of a collapsing economy due to the gift             
that keeps on giving: COVID-19. 

Previous subtle concerns like Facebook’s Libra stablecoin have        
begun to feature more prominently in public reports and are taking           
on wider implications. Because stablecoins can be tied to         
real-world assets, as well as algorithmically controlled with        
“monetary policies,” they offer more manageable price volatility        
and can operate very much like government CBDCs. This seems          
to be the area where the authorities see near-term competition          
emerging and very well might wind up taking more drastic          
measures against them.  

Consortiums like the G20 are trying to lay out ground rules           
specifically targeted at stablecoins. The International Organization       
of Securities Commissions is another consortium that has been         
trying to suss out where the real threat lies in relation to            
cryptocurrencies, or “crypto-assets” where stablecoins reside. The       
IOSC’s Global Stablecoin Initiative outlines their concerns in a         
new 30-page report.  
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The Financial Stability Board (funded by the Bank for International          
Settlements) is essentially a steering committee of sorts for the          
G20 nations. They have recommended banning stablecoins       
outright, specifically citing USDT, USDC, TUSD, PAX, and DAI.  

Even some of the former outlying reasons for CBDCs have also           
come to the forefront more strongly in the wake of the COVID-19            
geopolitical rhetoric surrounding China’s role in creating the crisis         
(see: Yuan crashes after Trump threat). Any country that finds          
itself being targeted by the holder of the world’s reserve currency           
is going to find their own quickly crushed. We’ve seen it many            
times via sanctions, but now it’s appearing with more         
trade-oriented concerns and more widespread currency      
upheavals due to global economic inactivity. On the other hand,          
as China takes the lead with the rollout of its CBDC, it’s already             
being claimed that this threatens U.S. dollar dominance, providing         
the justification for U.S. direct digital dollar accounts and wallets.          
It’s problem-reaction-solution 101 for all involved. 

The Bank for International Settlements released its new paper         
which reflects this more urgent interest and language among an          
increasing number of countries. The BIS says this heralds an          
“impending arrival” of CBDCs and surveyed 66 countries that are          
at least at the stage to be involved in the discussion. 
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https://cryptobriefing.com/central-banks-recommended-ban-stablecoins/
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https://www.fxstreet.com/cryptocurrencies/news/united-states-dollar-dominance-on-shaky-waters-as-chinas-digital-yuan-takes-shape-202005040448
https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap107.pdf


 

 

It’s not necessary to focus on all of them, but it highlights the             
growing knowledge base and where we can begin to see things           
trickle down from the larger players. Here are some of the more            
influential projects and context to keep an eye on. I’ve also           
included links to policy papers for further reading. 

U.S. – NetCents Technology made news this month when they          
added doubt to the notion that the U.S. was lagging far behind            
China in implementing a CBDC by stating that they will be ready            
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with the infrastructure if the U.S. is ready with the legislation. So            
far, we have merely gotten hints at a “FedCoin” digital dollar and            
how it might first be used for COVID relief. Obviously, as the            
world’s reserve currency, flipping the switch to a fully digital          
system would have the largest immediate impact of any country.  

China – China is the first of the G20 countries to launch its             
CBDC. Due to China’s already long-standing technocratic state, it         
seems they have the likeliest chance of near-term success and          
might in fact form the model that others will follow, especially           
other Asian countries like Thailand, Singapore and South Korea         
that are all experimenting.  

Not only does China’s political system make implementation        
easier, but their retail support system is already entrenched         
through WeChat and Alipay. As Cointelegraph reported, “Alipay        
itself will be a secondary issuer of the currency, while wallet           
functionality can be determined by behavior and personal data.” 

Most importantly, in my view, is to see how this will tie directly into              
their draconian social credit system which could provide a dark          
blueprint for the rest of the world – similar to how we have seen              
China’s health measures against COVID-19 get adopted even by         
Western nations. The fact that many Western businesses are         
involved in testing the new system is a hint. It could prove to be              
too tempting for authoritarians everywhere.  

European Central Bank – The Eurozone is already an absolute          
mess as individual countries are at odds with how to handle the            
spiraling debt of individual nations. The ECB is now drifting even           
further toward the creation of a megastate that could be bolstered           
by a CBDC to increase interbank efficiency and more tightly          
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https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/democrats-unveil-u-s-digital-dollar-32916/
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https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/cv-1984-china-rolls-out-test-of-digital-currency-in-four-cities-western-businesses-testing.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecb.wp2351~c8c18bbd60.en.pdf
https://mises.org/wire/avoid-collapse-eurozone-europe-moves-closer-european-megastate


 

manage the region. The fact that former IMF chief Christine          
Lagarde is heading the ECB should say enough about the          
freedoms that will be offered under a digital Euro on both the            
wholesale and retail side. As stated by Harriet Palmer at          
Cryptonomist, “The ECB’s plan to utilise large digitisation-oriented        
corporations as third-party providers will call into question the         
amount of data they will hold over the entire populace.” 

Meanwhile, the Dutch Central Bank said they would like to be           
Europe’s proving ground for a CBDC and France has thrown its           
hat in the ring. However, a top German court just declared current            
ECB policies unconstitutional, calling into question if greater        
hegemony will be welcomed and how fast it could be rolled out.  

 

Bank of England – The BOE was the first to formally research a             
CBDC in 2015, and has been collaborating with other central          
banks ever since. But the main proposal highlighted in their recent           
discussion paper (linked above) is leaning away from a central          
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https://en.cryptonomist.ch/author/harriet-palmer/
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https://cointelegraph.com/news/frances-cbdc-test-moves-digital-euro-one-step-closer-to-reality
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/top-german-court-tells-ecb-justify-stimulus-program
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/paper/2020/central-bank-digital-currency-opportunities-challenges-and-design.pdf


 

bank authorized coin, leaving it in the hands of Parliament. The           
thought is that a central bank coin might actually destabilize their           
economy; instead, they might choose to take a more flexible path           
by straddling the wholesale and retail functions. Of course,         
ultimately, this will be fully regulated with all of the KYC and            
anti-money laundering restrictions and surveillance that      
freedom-lovers everywhere have come to know and hate. 

Bank of Japan – Japan is among the nations more openly           
declaring a sense of extreme urgency. However, instead of         
outright opposition to corporate stablecoins, one of the president’s         
top advisors, Kozo Yamamoto, has instead argued that a digital          
yen needs to be quickly developed to solidify its relevance as a            
unit of account within the wider crypto space. 

In his opinion, large corporations such as Facebook should         
have the opportunity to issue their own tokens and control a           
“medium of exchange and store of value”. However, the “unit          
of account" must be controlled by the government.        
Otherwise, people will forget about the traditional fiat        
currency, Yamamoto believes. He also added: 

“We must protect it (the role of a unit of account) no matter             
what. If Japan doesn't issue a digital currency and people in           
the world use other digital currencies, the Japanese yen will          
be forgotten and lose its sovereignty.” 

Sweden – As I’ve highlighted in previous “cashless agenda”         
articles, Sweden is the closest to a purely cashless society, so its            
handling of a CBDC becomes particularly interesting. In many         
ways its society is already tied to third-party payment systems,          
much like China, but minus the overt authoritarianism. Its e-krona          
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is being piloted until February 2021 and the central Riksbank          
claims that its work with consulting firm Accenture will produce a           
system where “making payments in e-krona will be ‘as easy as           
sending a text.’” Of course, all through a digital wallet provided by            
the government. 

Swiss National Bank – Switzerland is the headquarters of the          
Bank for International Settlements, so it’s natural that they could          
figure into the future of CBDCs. There aren’t many hard facts           
available yet, but their latest report linked above seems to reject           
the complexities of the retail market, stating that “a ‘wholesale          
token’ issued by the SNB could possibly help to enhance          
efficiency in the trading, settlement and management of        
securities,” but not much more. 

Caribbean – Interestingly, an article in CoinTelegraph claims that         
Eastern Caribbean central banks could beat China to the punch in           
2020. That already appears to have been a race lost, but could            
they follow soon?  

Almost exactly one year ago, the Eastern Caribbean Central         
Bank and Bitt Inc. — a financial-technology company based         
in Barbados — signed a contract to conduct a         
blockchain-powered CBDC pilot within the Eastern      
Caribbean Currency Union, an organization composed of       
Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada,      
Montserrat, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, and St. Vincent          
and the Grenadines. 
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https://www.pymnts.com/news/b2b-payments/2020/swedens-central-bank-floats-e-krona-as-digital-currency/
https://www.pymnts.com/news/b2b-payments/2020/swedens-central-bank-floats-e-krona-as-digital-currency/
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Later this year, the project will enter its second phase and           
transition to a six-month rollout across the Eastern        
Caribbean region. 

The “Eastern Caribbean dollar” has been christened the DXCD         
and asserts that it is “blockchain agnostic,” but does have a stated            
goal of reducing cash usage in the region by 50%.  

Other countries that bear watching are Saudi Arabia/UAE and         
Ukraine, the latter especially since Russia recently said it has no           
interest in pursuing a CBDC. India is another massive country that           
has taken giant steps toward digital adoption, and its Vajra          
payment system is blockchain based, but India so far remains          
publicly opposed to a CBDC. 
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https://www.ledgerinsights.com/saudia-arabia-uae-digital-currency-cbdc/
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Closing Thoughts 

It’s impossible to know exactly how this will all play out and on             
which exact timeline, but given how powerful and widespread the          
ramifications of the coronacrisis have become, it most likely will          
speed up the timetable drastically.  

Will we first see CBDC regional blocs develop on the wholesale           
side, then gradually merge over time? Will a U.S. “FedCoin”          
simply supplant its current dollarized role and continue to buy up           
the world’s debt and digitize it? The current economic collapse          
does form an easy on-ramp into CBDCs in the form of “COVID            
stimulus” for people in the U.S. or “global debt relief” for entire            
countries by the UN.  

Maybe I’m being overly optimistic, but I think it’s possible that           
much more awareness about the utility of cryptocurrency will arise          
as governments race to implement CBDCs and the middle-ground         
stablecoins begin taking regulatory heat from governments.       
Hopefully, this leads to more adoption of private cryptocurrencies         
while they are repeatedly marginalized and decried for their use          
by criminals and terrorists, but are ultimately understood to be the           
only means of voluntary exchange in a purely digital world.  

Perhaps an early split will develop where CBDCs are used for           
white market purchases – basic food and products, rent,         
mortgages, etc. – but anything increasingly restricted or prohibited         
by the state will fall into a de facto black market (like seeds and              
meat?) reliant upon a parallel crypto system. Over time, as the           
restrictions and penalties of the CBDC system become        
unbearable, an even larger portion of people will begin to better           
understand the benefits of opting-out completely.  
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As market trader and crypto proponent Gregory Mannarino so         
often implores his audience – now is the time to become your own             
central bank. For the first time in history we have the technology            
to do just that. In fact, Bitcoin was created precisely to offer the             
tools necessary to opt-out of oppression. How fast and         
widespread this opt-out happens is part of our race to win.  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Technology to Conduct Gray Market Business 

 

By Vin Armani 

For most of us, April 2020 was surreal. For agorists in particular,            
certain news stories stood out even among the many examples of           
the global descent into Orwellian weirdness. In Texas, two women          
were arrested for offering beauty salon services in their homes          
during the lockdown. Undercover police officers had set up a          
“sting operation” on social media and caught the women violating          
the stay-at-home order in their jurisdiction.  

Providers of personal services of all kinds, from massage, to          
barber and salon, to nail, to tattoo have all been shut down for             
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weeks or, in some cases, months. All of these services can easily            
be provided in private homes and there has always been a           
thriving, informal economy in such off-the-books services for        
decades (if not centuries). It is one thing for a government which            
has issued business and professional licenses to demand that         
license holders cease offering services to the public. It is an           
entirely different thing for law enforcement officers to expend         
significant resources to prevent skilled individuals from offering        
personal services privately and peer-to-peer.  

The arrest of the two gray market beauticians in Texas must be a             
canary in the coalmine for all agorists. The governor of Michigan           
banned the sale of seeds at Walmart. Don’t think for an instant            
that the State of Michigan wouldn’t happily arrest you for selling           
seeds from your garden…if the authorities became aware of your          
activities. 

Here at Counter Markets, we do not generally make it a practice            
to openly advocate for disobedience to law. In the current context,           
however, I draw upon the words of wiser men than I: 

“An unjust law is no law at all.” –  St. Augustine 

“If a law is unjust, a man is not only right to disobey it, he is                
obligated to do so.” – Thomas Jefferson 

“One has not only a legal but a moral responsibility to obey just             
laws. Conversely, one has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust          
laws.” – Martin Luther King Jr. 

Any law which prevents the peaceful exchange of legitimately         
acquired value (especially labor) between a willing buyer and         
seller, in a private setting, is unjust on its face. The most powerful             
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and productive form of resistance to the current tyranny is          
agorism. In the spirit of my own moral responsibility, this month I            
focus on the key technologies for operating in gray markets. 

Social media is a dragnet for law enforcement. There is nothing           
controversial about this statement. Even without the active        
participation of the platforms themselves in delivering data to         
governments, agents of the state have made regular practice of          
running investigations and building criminal and civil cases        
through the use of social media.  

As truly valuable information is increasingly censored (and        
“down-ranked”) by social media platforms, the value of these         
platforms to agorists is similarly decreased. I personally have         
found no value in Facebook’s platform for years. My last post to            
my personal page was in January of 2017. My last post to my             
public Vin Armani page was in August of 2018. I have noticed no             
significant detriment in simply ignoring Facebook.  

There is no doubt that Facebook has had utility as means of            
organizing local groups and events. Some of those events have          
been informal economic activities such as farmers’ markets and         
classified local sales. In Saipan, where I currently reside, the main           
classifieds outlet is not Craigslist (which has no presence), but is           
a members-only Facebook group. That group has over 35,000         
members. The population of Saipan is somewhere around        
50,000. 

As more goods and services enter into the “black market,” due to            
the restrictions that come with the lockdowns, advertising those         
goods and services in (even private) Facebook groups becomes a          
significant liability. The two women arrested in Texas had         
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advertised their services on Facebook. As recently as yesterday         
(as I write this) I heard an anecdote of a tattoo artist who was              
similarly “busted” because he advertised that he would be giving          
tattoos from his home. He was cited, fired from his job, and had             
his license revoked.  

We have become reliant on social media for its ability to amplify            
our message, but agorists in the near future are going to need to             
“go to ground.” We must establish personal relationships with         
those in our community and, informally, make it known that we           
offer services. While this is difficult to do during lockdown, it is not             
impossible. It requires the use of real “social technology.” You          
must leverage “connectors.” 

Imagine that your life depended on being able to acquire some           
obscure good. Now, if you could only call three people in order to             
assist you in getting that good, and none of you could search the             
internet for information, who would be the three people that you           
would call? Those three people are “connectors.” We all have          
those people in our lives who are the “hook up,” who seem to             
know all the right people and always seems to “have a guy” who             
can do most everything. These people are the ones who call you            
out of the blue to tell you about someone they just met that they              
think you should meet. These people are the nodes in social           
networks and they are the people who need to be fully abreast of             
what goods and services you have for sale in the informal           
economy.  

Truth be told (and especially if you are willing to give them a cut of               
the profits), even a handful of such individuals made aware of           
your offering can be the basis for a sustainable income in the gray             
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market. Most importantly, the risk associated with these        
individuals is low. While they enjoy making connections, such         
people also value their “rolodex” and are notoriously good at          
keeping the connections that they do make private. Reach out to           
these folks and say “hi.” They will actually appreciate hearing from           
you and will appreciate you letting them know, “I’ve got some           
[whatever good or service] I am looking to sell if you happen to             
know anyone you think might like some.” 

The above tactic seems simple and self-evident, but you would be           
shocked at how few gray market producers take full advantage of           
the connectors with whom they are already acquainted. 

In terms of production, your risk profile is greatly increased when           
purchasing new, off-the-shelf components and materials. The       
state has been predictable in its recent tyranny, but unpredictable          
as to just what goods and services it will target as non-essential. It             
is conceivable that a high number of goods which we could never            
see as anything but benign (like seeds and garden equipment in           
Michigan) will officially become contraband. In anticipation of the         
state’s continued capriciousness in this context, retrofitting and        
refurbishing used equipment, which can be procured with much         
less of a paper-trail has now become a means of operational           
security for agorists.  

In past issues of Counter Markets we have done features on 3-D            
printing and permaculture, both of which have vibrant        
communities focused heavily on taking readily available materials        
and used items and retrofitting or refurbishing those items so that           
they can serve an upgraded purpose. Again, finding and         
participating in local communities of gardeners and “makers” will         
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be invaluable during the crisis as it drags on. Furthermore, even if            
your local master gardener or expert maker is not red-pilled today,           
they will, no doubt, be radical agorists as the state infringes more            
and more on their passion. 

It will come as no surprise that I see cryptocurrencies as an            
absolutely critical technological tool in any agorist’s kit. However,         
now is the time when the original use of Bitcoin, “peer-to-peer           
electronic cash,” is destined to re-emerge. If you have not          
already educated yourself such that you feel comfortable holding         
your own private key and being the custodian of your own funds            
(as opposed to leaving that value on third-party exchanges), now          
is the moment to get comfortable. As history’s greatest         
swordsman, Miyamoto Musashi, wrote in The Book Of Five Rings: 

“When you are pursuing the spirit of the thing itself, we must give             
ourselves to it completely.” 

Bitcoin (and decentralized cryptocurrencies) can be a tool of         
personal liberation, but you must approach Bitcoin in the spirit in           
which Satoshi Nakamoto created it. The spirit of Bitcoin itself is a            
spirit of personal responsibility in voluntary, peer-to-peer       
exchange of value. There is great depth to this spirit that I feel can              
only be even slightly approached by fully expressing yourself as a           
counter-economist, an agorist. The mathematics which allow the        
functioning of Bitcoin is no less a natural resource than the sun,            
air and soil which allows the functioning of a fruit tree. Nature            
itself is our greatest technology, since it is from our very nature            
that our recognition of our personal freedom emerges. 

That Orwell was a prophet is more clear every day. The flood of             
information which has deluged our consciousness for decades is         
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now fetid with dystopian propaganda, turning those who are still          
asleep into weapons against humanity itself. As the zombie-like         
hordes of Karens grow ever more mindless and pathological,         
finding technological solutions to maintaining a presence in online         
communities that haven’t “lost their minds” is absolutely critical.  

I have been incredibly thankful, over the last several months, for           
the Counter Markets subscriber Telegram group. It’s been an         
island of sanity in a sea of lunacy. If you are a subscriber and are               
not already participating in that mastermind group, please do so.          
It’s difficult to foresee the trajectory of platforms like Telegram.          
For the time being it seems that private Telegram groups such as            
ours are relatively “safe.” Thankfully, there has been considerable         
discussion within that group about alternative platforms and        
communications protocols should Telegram (and similar      
platforms) become as operationally insecure as Facebook. At the         
end of the day, community is our greatest technology. It always           
has been. It is cosmic irony that it took governments around the            
world forcing isolation on all of us to force us to remember what             
had been in front of our eyes all along: our greatest tool, for             
survival and prosperity, is each other. 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
 

Best Books For Surviving Food Shortages 

 
By Jeff Paul 

"If you have a garden and a library, you have everything you            
need." – Marcus Tullius Cicero 

The looming food shortages present an opportunity for us to          
connect more closely to the source of our food. In times of lavish             
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food abundance, we rarely consider where our food comes from.          
Even with abundance, there is nothing quite like cultivating food          
from seed, nurturing it, and absorbing its pure energy.  

As I mentioned in the previous issue, the solutions to a food crisis             
are simple: stock your pantry and freezers, grow a garden, raise           
your own livestock, connect with local farmers and CSAs, and          
learn to butcher, cook and preserve your harvest. 

I added “butcher” to the list because it is becoming apparent that            
private butchers for local livestock will likely be in high demand           
due to the deliberate breakdown of centralized meat processors.  

Beef prices are already spiking to new records: 
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As I write this, Costco and Kroger announced limits on meat           
purchases due to shortages. And this may be just the start of            
shortages and price spikes. 

Sign at my local Costco yesterday. (I also had to wear my tactical shemagh to cover my                 
face for the first time.) 

And there are reports that Wendy’s and McDonald’s are both          
struggling to keep hamburgers on their menus with nearly 20% of           
Wendy’s locations already running out of beef, begging the         
question “Where’s the beef?” 

Although higher prices and lack of meat supply will indeed cause           
pain, the collapse of livestock concentration camps and factory         
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meat processing is a huge opportunity. They don’t produce the          
type of “energy” that anyone should be absorbing anyway.  

The “powers that be” see it as an opportunity to push meatless            
burgers, lab-grown meat and insect protein onto the peasants         
who can’t afford real meat. It’s not conspiratorial to suggest that           
the deliberate closure of the factory meat industry was to create           
this very opportunity. Control the food and you control the people. 

Local pasture-raised, rotationally grazed livestock that live       
naturally and are treated with care will produce a much superior           
meat with better energy. This “real” meat will only be available to            
people who value real food and have the means to pay.  

When I lived in Hawaii, we paid $25 for organic, non-GMO,           
pasture-raised whole chickens from a local farm. By contrast, the          
plump rotisserie chickens at Costco are only $5. What do you           
think that pasture-raised chicken will cost when supermarket        
prices double or triple for inferior meats? Or, worse, when you           
can’t even get them in supermarkets? 

Buying local meat is already a counter economic activity using          
obscure memberships, cow shares, and other techniques to avoid         
stifling regulations imposed by large conglomerates that have        
captured the regulators. Now, raising, butchering and dealing        
premium local meat is potentially one of the most prosperous          
agorist activities to emerge from the coronapocalypse. 

I know some of you are not in a position to produce your own              
food. If that’s the case, find ways to connect with local producers.            
Offer to help them using the skills you have. Build them a website.             
Get them started with cryptocurrency. Improve their digital        
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marketing. Or just buy their products. Find local food producers in           
your area on LocalHarvest.org. 

For many, producing food will be a new adventure. There is a lot             
to learn. Thankfully, there are some fantastic books to read and           
keep in your survival library. 

Here are the best books to help you survive food shortages: 

The Self Sufficient Life by John Seymour 
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The full title is The Self Sufficient Life and How to Live It: The              
Classic Back-to-Basics Guide To Going Off Grid. Also titled “The          
Complete Guide to Self Sufficiency” in older versions, this is one           
of the best all-round books for producing your own food and for            
living self-sufficiently. Your physical library will be much more         
valuable with this book sitting on the shelf.  

The illustrated guide gives step-by-step instructions for gardening,        
composting, raising livestock and butchering, cooking and       
preserving food, and so much more. There are many beautiful          
and instructive illustrations that show proper techniques for        
beginners.  

Besides producing food, the book includes an extensive section         
on skills like building, plumbing, knots and ropework, basketry,         
pottery, spinning wool and cotton, thatchery, tanning hides,        
making bricks and tiles, and so on.  

It is a treasure trove of lost knowledge in a time of modern             
convenience.  

The Encyclopedia of Country Living by Carla Emery 

Pitched as “The definitive manual of basic skills and country          
wisdom for living off the land, being prepared, and doing it           
yourself – whether it's a farm or homestead, suburb, or city. From            
homesteaders to urban farmers, and everyone in between, there         
is a desire for a simpler way of life – a healthier, greener, more              
self-sustaining, and holistic approach to modern life.” 

This 736-page book is indeed an encyclopedia for country living          
skills. 
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Here are just a few of the skills covered extensively in this book: 

● Plan your garden and grow your own food 
● Can, dry and preserve food 
● Forage for wild food  
● Raise chickens, goats, and pigs 
● Create natural skincare product and make organic bug spray 
● Treat your family with homemade remedies 
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Introduction To Permaculture by Bill Mollison 

 

Bill Mollison is the godfather of permaculture. Mollison was an          
Australian researcher, author, scientist, teacher and biologist.       
Permaculture is an integrated system of ecological and        
environmental design which Mollison co-developed with David       
Holmgren, and which they together envisioned as a perennial and          
sustainable form of agriculture. 
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“Permaculture is about designing sustainable human settlements.       
It is a philosophy and an approach to land use which weaves            
together micro-climate, annual and perennial plants, animals,       
soils, water management, and human needs into intricately        
connected productive communities,” the Introduction to      
Permaculture explains. 

This book explains the concepts behind permaculture designs. It’s         
a must-read to embody ideas that help beginners see the          
potential of any piece of land in any environment.  

Mollison’s second book Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual gets        
into much more depth with the nuts and bolts of designing           
sustainable systems and is also worth adding to your library if           
you’re serious about becoming a permaculture designer. 

Square Foot Gardening by Mel Bartholomew 

The book Square Foot Gardening is one of the best-selling          
gardening books of all time with over 2.5 million copies sold. It            
has helped millions of gardeners grow more fresh produce in less           
space and with less work. “With over 150 new photos and           
illustrations, this new edition makes it easier than ever to achieve           
nearly-foolproof results in virtually any situation: 100% of the         
produce; 20% of the water; 5% of the work.” 
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This book is ideal for urban or suburban gardeners who want to            
maximize production with limited growing space. 

The New Livestock Farmer by Rebecca Thistlethwaite 

The New Livestock Farmer provides pasture-based production       
essentials for a wide range of animals, from common livestock          
like cattle, poultry, pigs, sheep, and goats to more exotic species           
like bison, rabbits, elk, and deer. 
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Each chapter discusses a different species and the unique         
requirements of that animal, then delves into the steps it takes to            
prepare and get them to market.  

Rotational grazing is just one aspect covered in this book. Other           
highlights include breeding, feeding, moving, butchering and       
selling livestock. 

Important for agorists, the book includes governmental       
regulations and how they differ from state to state to better           
identify the opportunities for commerce in your area. It also          
includes slaughtering and butchering logistics, including on-farm       
and mobile processing options and sample cutting sheets. 

Five Acres and Independence by M.G. Cains  
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This book provides a wealth of classic wisdom for managing a           
small-scale farm including choosing a location, laying out the         
farm, managing finances, water and wind management, raising        
livestock, growing perennials and annuals, orchard management,       
compost, fertilizers and cover crops, dealing with weeds, proper         
tools, and so much more.  

“Whether you already own a suitable place or are still looking,           
Five Acres and Independence will help you learn to evaluate land           
for both its total economic and its specific agricultural possibilities.          
There are methods of calculating costs of permanent        
improvements – draining the land, improving soil, planting wind         
breaks, putting in septic tanks, cellars, irrigation systems,        
greenhouses, etc. – and methods of carrying out those         
improvements.” 

How to Eat in the Woods: A Complete Guide to          
Foraging, Trapping, Fishing, and Finding Sustenance      
in the Wild by Bradford Angier 

If the shit really hits the fan, you’re going to need a book that              
teaches you the basics of hunting and foraging in the wild. 
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How To Eat in the Woods is a comprehensive, practical, and           
reliable guide to finding food in the woods and living off the land,             
by respected wilderness survivalists. One of the most complete         
books written on the subject, this portable guide includes         
essential information on how to track, trap, kill, and prepare          
various types of animals; select bait, land fish, and clean and           
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cook the catch; recognize edible plants, fruits, berries, and nuts;          
locate bird eggs; catch edible insects; and find potable water. 

Canning & Preserving for Beginners by Rockridge Press 

 
 
“Canning and preserving is a great solution to always having          
local, seasonal, and budget-friendly food in your kitchen. But         
unless you learned how to do it in your grandmother's kitchen, it            
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can be difficult – not to mention dangerous – to know where to             
start. Canning & Preserving for Beginners explains the process of          
home canning with step-by-step directions and easy, flavorful        
canning recipes.  
 
Canning & Preserving for Beginners will help you quickly become          
an expert in home canning with: 
 

● 70 easy recipes for canning and preserving the perfect         
pickles, relishes, jams and jellies throughout the year. 

● Step-by-step guidelines for canning techniques, such as       
water bath canning and pressure canning. 

● Tips and Tricks saving time and safely canning your favorite          
fruits and vegetables. 

 
Another good book for canning is Ball’s book of more than 350            
canning and food preservation recipes called The All New Ball          
Book of Canning and Preserving. 
 
Conclusion 
 
As Vin mentioned in a recent interview, the solution to this cycle            
of the devouring/smothering mother is to become self-sufficient.        
Since digital content is increasingly being memory-holed, adding        
these books to your library of physical books can be life saving in             
times of a food crisis.  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin posted some impressive gains last month, after being hit          
hard in March. Prices started off in April around $6300, and sit            
just above $9500 today, a 50% move to the upside for the month.             
Bitcoin has more or less recovered completely from the         
coronavirus-related selloff we saw in March.  

Bitcoin news has been revolving around the upcoming halving         
event, which will occur in about a week. The past two times            
bitcoin rewards were cut in half, the price went up several           
hundred percent. We’re not sure if a move like that is in the cards              
this time, but there is a lot of hype surrounding the event,            
meaning a lot of speculators are betting on it as well. If history             
repeats itself, we could see a sharp rise in price in the coming             
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days. On the other hand, if the expected gain isn’t seen, all the             
speculators who were holding positions waiting for the spike could          
sell, resulting in a “buy the rumor, sell the news” type of scenario.             
Either way, there is bound to be some heightened volatility in the            
weeks ahead.  

For our purposes, we suggest just riding this out. If prices do            
spike, then great. If they plummet, look at it as a chance to pick              
up more at a bargain price. 

Despite any temporary price volatility, demand for Bitcoin is on          
the rise, while the new supply is being reduced. Institutions are           
still providing more trading opportunities for their customers each         
day. In addition, there’s increased demand to hold an         
uncorrelated asset in money managers’ portfolios, especially with        
worldwide equity prices selling off in tandem.  

We also have the Federal Reserve stating that it will keep interest            
rates near 0%, and keep the printing presses running for as long            
as it takes to spur economic growth. This means inflation is the            
goal, which is likely to drive prices higher for Bitcoin.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with your position           
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also         
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more           
in a matter of days.  
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Silver Update 

 

Silver stayed relatively flat last month, starting the month at about           
$15 and ending the month at about $15. It traded as high as             
$15.80 mid-month, and dipped to a low of about $14.90. Relative           
to gold, silver has been underperforming quite a bit. Gold is           
making new 5-year highs, and is on the way to breaking its            
all-time high. Measured in just about any other currency on earth,           
gold is already at its all-time high. Measured in USD, though, it’s            
about $150 away.  

Silver and gold have both been touted as safe havens during           
times of financial crisis, and gold definitely delivered last month.          
The metal recovered all of its coronavirus-related losses by early          
April, and has since gone on to make new highs. Silver on the             
other hand hasn’t delivered as well, despite being sold out at           
nearly every retail coin dealer.  

Small silver inventories are showing up here and there, but the           
premium above spot price continues to be higher than anyone          
would like. The disconnect between on-the-street demand and        
paper price still exists, and has many people puzzled as to how it             
will get resolved. The institutional money that can go long or short            
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silver eclipses the on-the-ground demand from people who want         
physical coins, so there’s not really any amount of demand from           
individuals that can move the market price here. The only thing           
our demand can do is inflate the premium above spot price, which            
it clearly has done. 

Silver prices relative to gold are about the cheapest they’ve ever           
been. We’ve discussed the silver-to-gold ratio before, and how it          
was at a historical extreme when gold traded to 90-95 times more            
than silver. Today that ratio sits at 113. Relative to gold, silver is             
dirt cheap here. While no one knows where prices are headed           
from here, we certainly wouldn’t be looking for it to get much            
cheaper than this. A move back to the mean gold/silver ratio           
would have silver basically doubling in price. 

If you can get your hand on any coins or bullion at a reasonable              
premium (7-10% above spot), this is the time to do it. If you’re             
seeing premiums in the 30-50% or more range, that’s not the time            
to be a buyer. Historically, that’s way above average and the time            
when sellers are cleaning up on gullible buyers. While silver          
prices may be dirt cheap here, paying a premium that high makes            
no sense.  

If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to            
any price moves higher, we suggest you stay away from GLD and            
SLV, the most popular gold and silver exchange traded funds.          
Tons of options are tied to these, and there’s counterparty risk           
that cant be ignored. Instead, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade             
just as easily on any stock exchange. Additionally, the tax          
treatment on any gains is superior, as gains on GLD and SLV are             
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typically taxed as collectibles rather than standard capital gains         
rates. 

Once silver premiums return to normal, we’d encourage you to          
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (June 2020) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Recipe For A Meatless Agenda 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

The Peer-to-Peer Economy and The Evolution of Bitcoin 

WEALTH 

Work For Free to Grow Your Wealth 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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